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By T. C Boyle

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Export and
UK open market ed. 178 x 111 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In a rural backwater in
Wisconsin lies the rambling estate of Taliesin. Here, tempestuous affairs rage behind closed doors,
broken hearts are tossed aside and fires have ripped through the wings of the house. Paparazzi lie
in wait outside the front door, hounding for the latest scandal, the latest tragedy in this never-
ending drama. For this is the home of the great architect of the twentieth century, Frank Lloyd
Wright, a man of extremes in both his work and his private life: at once a force of nature - arrogant
and infuriating - and an avalanche of need and emotion that sweeps aside everything in its path.
This is the story of the wives and mistresses who fall under Frank s spell. There is the delusional
Kitty, his first wife, convinced that his affair with the defiant Mamah can t possibly last. There is
Miriam, his crazed, demented second wife, hell-bent on wreaking revenge most public and most
vicious after the bitter demise of their marriage. And there is Oglivanna, the Serbian immigrant,
who...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Ariane Rau-- Ariane Rau

This composed book is wonderful. It is amongst the most awesome book i actually have read through. You will like the way the author create this
publication.
-- Miss Fanny Osinski V-- Miss Fanny Osinski V
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